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Ge
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e 4-1-1 on Christmas Tree Social Media Outreach

Engaging and inspiring consumers 

through social media can create 

customer loyalty and drive sales.
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Post 1. Entertaining cartoon Post 2. A comical post shared by Swan’s Christmas 
Tree Farm.

The Christmas tree sales season has 

passed and after some well-deserved  

rest, growers and retailers will have a 

chance to reflect on their businesses.  

What were the largest challenges? What 

sold well and what didn’t? Did you have 

many first-time customers? How can I use 

social media to create more demand?

A good rule of thumb to those tending to their social media 
pages is the 4:1:1 rule. The 4:1:1 rule applies to the ratio of 
different types of posts on your social media pages. The 
benefits of following this rule include better views and 
engagement. Consumers believe you are building a 
relationship with them, which gains their trust and loyalty. 
Loyal customers are more likely to be repeat customers.  

What does the 4:1:1  
rule mean?

• 4:1:1: Four out of every six posts should be entertaining 
or educational

• 4:1:1: One of out every six should be a ‘soft sell’

• 4:1:1: One of out every six should be a ‘hard sell’

We found some great examples of all these types of posts on 
Christmas tree farms and retailers pages. 

Entertaining or Educational
The majority of social media posts on your business’ page 
should be either entertaining or educational. While 
consumers are scrolling social media, they are looking for 
entertainment and a break from the real world. It is a great 
place for Christmas tree retailers to show off their good sense 
of humor with a cartoon (Post 1) or a joke about tall trees 
(Post 2). Appearing to poke out the roof is better than Clark 
Griswold’s Christmas tree! This helps consumers want to 
follow your page and gains interest in future content. 
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Another perfect emotion to elicit? Sentimentality! There is 
nothing better than young children (Post 3) and cute dogs 
to bring all the warm emotions (Post 4). Personal antidote 
from Dr. Melinda Knuth: “Adorable animals on your posts 
do increase views. Try it!” 

Marketing should reach audiences by demonstrating shared 
interests or ideals. For example, you can showcase a Trees 
for Troops Event (Post 5) which will resonate with 
consumers also looking to spread joy during the holiday 

Post 3. A busy toddler getting his first real tree. Post shared by Loveberry 
Tree Farm. 

Post 5. Posts like those showing Trees for Troops builds loyalty among 
customers. Post shared by Wahmhoff Farms. 

Post 4. Dog-friendly days showcase pups working hard pulling trees and 
entertaining customers. Post shared by Dull’s Tree Farm. 



season. Do you have a sports-loving demographic? Dutchman 
Tree Farms shared a post about a 35-foot concolor fir that is 
on display at Ford Field in support of the Detroit Lions (Post 
6). You’ll create loyalty and joy with your consumers. 

Posts can also be educational, such as this one talking about 
the decade-long process of getting a tree to market (Post 7). 
Remember that the Real Christmas Tree Board develops 

research-based promotional content for you to use on your 
farms page. The RCTB posted an excellent example of this on 
November 17, showcasing the statistic that 84% of people 
who switched to a real tree wished they had done sooner (Post 
8). All these examples are still educating the consumer 
though, so no price tags listed yet!  

Soft Sell

One out of every six posts in social media marketing should 
be ‘soft sell’ posts. These posts are social media posts that are 
not directly selling a product to customers, but feature tree 
attributes such as beauty or fragrance.

This retailer showcased their gorgeous holiday arrangements 
and porch (Post 9). Notice the retailer also lists their opening 

Post 6. Align yourself with sports fans by showing support with your favorite 
team. Post shared by Dutchman Tree Farms.

Post 7. Educate your consumers about the process of growing Christmas 
trees. Post by Dutchman Tree Farms.

Post 8. Post from the Real Christmas Tree Board showing research-based 
statistics for you to share with your customer. 
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time which is a great way to catch attention and remind 
consumers where and when to buy. Encourage people to come 
in or view your website! This type of post is particularly 
common with Christmas tree retailers as their hours vary by 
business, day of the week, and weekends during the season.

Hard sell
One out of every six posts on your social media account 
should be the true ‘hard sell.’ This is what we would consider 
a true, traditional selling post. These posts feature sales (buy 
one get one free, 10% off), Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) or 
urgency (Come and get them quick! We have low stock!), 
loyalty programs or a special. These posts will be the most 
straight forward in communicating products that customers 
can come in and buy or buy directly from your social media 
by linking your website.

Here is a great example of a social media post that falls in the 
category, ‘hard sell’ as it shows 20% off Advent calendars just 
prior to the beginning of December (Post 10).  

Post 9. Promote the beauty, fragrance, and joy of your products while 
reminding potential customers of where and when to buy them! Post by 
Boschs Choose and Cut Tree Farm.

Post 10. Advertise sales and create urgency with ‘hard sell’ posts. Post by 
Northern Lights Christmas Tree Farm.
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in controlling pest populations. Consider that many of the 
pesticides we have available can be hard on natural enemies. 
Treat only when you have to and, if possible, choose products 
that are the least harmful to predators. Visit the Biocontrol 
page ( https://www.canr.msu.edu/ipm/biocontrol/ ) at MSU’s 
Integrated Pest Management Program web site for more in-
formation on identifying common natural enemies.
ROTATING PESTICIDES 

Remember to rotate pesticide mode of action to slow the 
development of pesticide resistance. Over time, repeated ap-
plications of the same pesticide mode of action can select for 
pests that are resistant to the material. These resistant indi-
viduals are then able to multiply, becoming a larger propor-
tion of the population over time until the pesticide is ren-
dered useless. This phenomenon occurs in pests and diseases 
and is an inevitability for the new single-site pesticides hitting 
the market in recent years and even occurs in older, broad-
spectrum pesticides, although more slowly. To help slow the 
development of resistance, don’t use pesticides with the same 
mode of action in consecutive applications. Most pesticides 
include a resistance management code on the label to help 
you easily identify products with the same mode of action. 
It is important to recognize that even different products with 
different active ingredients may have the same mode of action 
and should not be applied consecutively. 

The Insecticide Resistance Action Committee (IRAC) 
developed a numerical coding system to help you identify 
products that affect insect pests in different ways. Similar 
codes called “FRAC” codes have been developed for fungi-
cides.  Simply put, products assigned the same number have 
the same mode of action, while products that do not share 
the same numerical code act differently. For example, Sevin 
and Lorsban are both Group 1 insecticides and inhibit acetyl-
cholines terase (ACHE). In contrast, Bifen 2 and Baythroid 
are both Group 3 insecticides and act on the sodium chan-
nels of insect nerve cells. Since pesticide classes differentiate 
between modes of action this should help you rotate materi-
als correctly. When possible, plan to target 
different generations of a pest species with 
a rotation of products that have different 
IRAC numbers. For pests that have mul-
tiple generations in a single season, such 
as pine needle scale,  this will mean rotat-
ing products with different IRAC numbers 
within a single growing season. For pests 
with only a single generation per year, 
such as eastern spruce gall adelgid, rotate 
products from year to year. In the 2019 
Christmas Tree Pest Management Guide, 
(https://www.canr.msu.edu/ipm/uploads/
files/MichiganChristmasTreePestManage-
mentGuide2019.pdf )  we have indicated 

the IRAC code. This code indicates the mode of action and 
can be found on the pesticide label.

Lastly, as the season approaches, be prepared to make those 
tough decisions and cull, cull, cull. In the field, we often see 
hot spots for insect or disease with initial infestation on a few 
trees. A couple of textbook examples include pine tortoise 
scale or spruce gall midge. Removing these infested trees from 
the plantation helps mitigate the risk to the plantation by 
eliminating a big source of insect or disease pressure and will 
help with your overall control program, potentially minimiz-
ing the amount of pesticides necessary in a given field.  

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PESTICIDE  
USE AND SELECTION THIS  
GROWING SEASON 

JILL O’DONNELL 
     ERIN LIZOTTE 
    Michigan State  
    University Extension
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Also Fraser Fir and Balsam Fir Boughs
Root Gel Applied to Roots On Site

Fraser Fir – Plug-2
Canaan Fir – Plug-2

Eastern Balsam – Plug-2

Eastern White Pine – Plug 1-2

Post 11. The ultimate goal of your social media page is to create a following 
so that customers will do your marketing for you! Post by Boschs Choose & 
Cut Tree Farm. 

No matter the content on your social media pages, the goal is 
creating engagement with your audience and building a 
positive experience for consumers. You want consumers to be 
excited to do business with you. Ultimately, the goal with any 
social media marketing program is for users to generate 
content for you. 

How? Consumer generated content! 
Customers are so excited about your products, memes, 
business that they reshare posts or make their own posts 
about their experience with your business. Having a ‘selfie’ 
station is a great start to getting people to post that they are 
at your business and about their experience. The holy grail for 
any social media marketing it being able re-share these posts 
providing testimonials about your business (Post 11). This 
post is the ultimate compliment which says that visiting your 
farm is sweeter than a Hallmark movie, surpassing their 
dreamiest expectations. This is free marketing and promotion 
for your business by your customers! This is what you should 
strive for – then repost for engagement with your followers so 
they can see the satisfaction and positive feedback.




